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Set against the backdrop of World War II, the novel begins in a most troublesome period of
human history, where subjugated by the might of Nazi Germany, two women meet under
extraordinary circumstances. This is the story of Eva Muller, the daughter of a German major in
command of the occupying force in Larissa, Greece in 1944. Through the intervention of the
village priest she meets Zoe Lambros, a young Greek woman with vengeance in her heart and a
faith in God that has been shattered by the death of her family. They develop a friendship borne
out of this dark time.
What she can’t remember could ruin her life. The Mirror Worlds are but dull reflections of the
True World, where magic and technology blend together... On the True World, Belinda Loring
has known from childhood that she must Bond with the son of another noble First Family.
Uniting the families ensures hers will hold onto its powerful position, and so she’s always
pushed down the tender feelings she has for her best friend—gorgeous, steadfast Demian, who
isn’t noble. But when the ceremonial magic goes disastrously wrong, Belinda becomes a
national disgrace. Scorned as Broken, she turns to Demian for help getting revenge on the man
who ruined her: the radical Malachi. But the seeds of Malachi’s murderous planslie buried in
Belinda’s past, in the dark days of her kidnapping—a period of which she has no memory. And
Demian may hold the key to recovering all that she’s lost—and saving the worlds. The
Otherselves series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Through Fire and Sea Book
#2 Amid Wind and Stone Book #3 In Truth and Ashes
Christina's Rose of a Tear is a collection of poems dedicated to one individual that has helped
me through the worst time of my life and has reopened my passion, soul, and heart. She inspired
me to write this book in one day. To show that I can still write poems about sorrow and love. It
captures my passion for life for one person. The poems reflect my sorrows but mostly my love
for one person that put me back together when I was at my lowest. She showed me it was okay
to love again. Please enjoy the poems and the passion that are captured in the book.
She sits quietly, mind free from any disturbing thoughts; her sexy, dark eyes glance over the
crowded room, a bar on top of the tallest building in the city. She is seeking sex in the eyes of a
stranger. Beautiful lips ... he's tall, elegant, and confident. Their eyes meet, angel eyes, dark,
deep, and soul penetrating. The stranger approaches her table, he pauses their eyes holding the
stare. Will he be the stranger in her imagination? ... never to meet again
Dreaming of Dreams and Make Believe
Angel
Poetry with Passion Global Poets 2011
Poetic Memoir
Beautiful Heart

Angel EyesReleasing Fears and Following Your Soul
PathCovenant Books, Inc.
For seventeen-year-old Lena, living in the trailer park
with the rest of town's throwaways isn't exactly paradise.
Dealing with a drunken father who can't keep his fists to
himself doesn't help matters either. The only good thing in
her life, other than track, is the mysterious man who
visits her dreams, promising to find her. When a chair
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burns her arms, Lena chalks it up to stress-induced crazy.
Yet as bizarre incidents escalate, even being crazy can't
explain it all away... until one day dream guy does find
her. Tarek lost Lena seventeen years ago after she was
accused of treason and marked Tainted. He finally discovers
her reborn on Earth into a life of suffering as punishment
for her crime. However, someone else has already found
her... and wants her dead. Willing to sacrifice everything,
he fights to keep her safe so she can live the only life
she's ever known-even if that life doesn't include him.
Are they accidents, or is someone trying to harm her? Could
a God she's not even sure exists really help protect her?
Or would He assist a believer in taking revenge? These, as
well as other questions, confront Angel Turner as she
struggles to fit an eighteen-hour workday into twelve hours
while tending to a sick orphan. When Detective Emerson
enters her life, she finds her whole world turned upside
down as he pushes her to face the fears of her past and
confront the current challenges. However, when she
discovers that their past may be connected, she wonders if
he has an ulterior motive. As Angel is confronted with one
challenge after another and finds herself in a deadly
situation with no hope for escape, she turns to God with a
plea for help. This one-hundred-thousand-word novel is for
any young adult/adult who enjoys a good Christian mystery.
Clues are woven within the story to help identify the
antagonist, but unless you pay close attention, they'll
slip right by. Within the pages of this novel, you will
also find people dealing with the challenges regarding
their faith, as well as what one person considers an actual
experience of divine intervention.
Rogue Souls- Unfortunate Souls Series book 3 Just as I
thought I'd finally acquired my happy ending with Guy
Stone- the man of my dreams, someone unexpected showed up
from my past. Feelings I'd shelved long ago began to
resurface and I found myself being torn between the
affections of two men. As if that wasn't bad enough, our
new home-a mountain sanctuary for wayward Unfortunate Soulshad been discovered and we were now being targeted by the
World's most lethal hunters. A choice had to be made. A
tough choice. A choice that would not only put my heart on
the line, but my life on the line as well. *This book is
recommended for ages 14 and up due to a little bit of
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kissing, cursing, and mild violence. The Unfortunate Souls
Series: Unfortunate Souls (Book 1) Broken Souls (Book 2)
Rogue Souls (Book 3) Kindred Souls (Book 4) Coming Soon! If
you'd like to receive emails whenever Jade releases new
books, hosts online release parties or has contests, please
add your email address to her list by visiting:
www.jademphillips.com/contact Find Jade online: Follow
Jade's blog at www.jademphillips.com Follow Jade on twitter
at www.twitter.com/JadeMPhillips Join Jade on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/JadeMPhillips Follow Jade on Instagram at
www.instagram.com/authorjademphillips
Releasing Fears and Following Your Soul Path
Eyes of an Angel
Angel Eyes
Through Fire & Sea
Fractured Souls
Gillian Louise Douglas has been studied & groomed for a decade by the dark
web's most notorious assassin, Angel Eyes. Follow the eidetic Gillian through
adolescence, her first kill, college, & recruitment and training. Her love life
looms large as she makes elaborate plans to kill four renegade Yakuza
underbosses who have stolen $300 million from their boss, Sato, and to rescue
his hostage daughter from a fortified, secret sex & gambling club high on a
Maui volcanic slope. Action, sex, intrigue, & suspense mark the introduction of
one of the deadliest women on Earth, the Thermonuclear blond, the brilliant
Gillian. Her partner? She marries her instructor, Lorraine King, the deadliest
sniper on Earth. Welcome Tombstone & Osiris and a world of many ops &
another eight volumes of their adventures.
He had the face of a true villain, chiseled to perfection. Director Sergio Leone,
best-known for "The Man With No Name" spaghetti western trilogy, once
described Van Cleef as having the face of a hawk; actor Eli Wallach called it
"wonderfully alive" and full of wickedness. As an actor, Van Cleef portrayed
some of the best movie villains of all time-Angel Eyes in The Good, The Bad,
and The Ugly, and Frank Talby in Day of Anger. Although more than twenty
years have passed since his premature death in 1989, Lee Van Cleef remains a
cinematic icon for millions of film fans worldwide, and his legacy as the "Best
of the Bad" is set in granite. Lee Van Cleef: Best of the Bad explores the life
and career of this great actor, a man with unbounded talent and a heart of
finely-polished gold. Through interviews and numerous sources, Best of the
Bad reveals the real Lee Van Cleef and discusses his roles in For A Few
Dollars More, The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly, and Day of Anger, along with
chapters on mythic archetypes and historical gunfighters and bounty hunters.
Also included is a foreword by Mike Malloy, author of Lee Van Cleef: A
Biographical, Film, and Television Reference.
Annja Creed jumps at the chance to join a fellow archaeologist on a quest to
find a relic. But she’s not so thrilled about northern Siberia, where they are
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hoping to discover something buried in the long-undisturbed soil of Russia’s
frozen terrain. When they reach the town of Jakutsk, Annja is put off by its
gray landscape and highly superstitious inhabitants. They claim they are being
hunted. Then one of the villagers goes missing. The locals blame the
Khosadam, a ghost of a fallen goddess said to ingest the souls of the departed.
But there are no fresh graves. She is now hunting the living. When Annja
seeks to destroy the apparition, she discovers an even more horrifying
truth—and may have hit a dead end.
Open a psychic doorway to the spirit world . . . . That's exactly what happened
to Paul Elder following a neardeath experience at the age of 41a psychic
doorway opened and his ordinary life has never been the same. Except that
Paul Elder's life has never been ordinary. A former television news reporter
and mayor of a Canadian city, Elder gained international recognition. Now, as a
result of his spiritual experiences and publication of this book, he will be
known as a brave pioneer and outspoken advocate for the personal and
scientific study of the spirit world around us. Passing repeatedly through that
psychic doorway, Elder returned with a series of stunning revelations as to our
true nature and purpose in the universe. A compelling, inspiring, and important
book, Eyes of an Angel integrates neardeath and outofbody experiences in a
way that has never been done before. A story of hope and courage that can
instantly change millions of lives, it will give readers of books like
Conversations with God inspiration to create their own dialogue with their own
spirit guides and Gods. Quite unlike any other book on the market, Eyes of an
Angel offers a gripping, firsthand account of a remarkable spiritual adventure.
Its story will keep you spellbound, while its messages resonate deep within
your soul.
True stories of Irish Angel Blessings
Moving Forward
Broken Peace
Daughter of Smoke & Bone
Amid Wind and Stone
Emotional Healing with the Angels is an inspired, spiritual guide to healing
and 'Self' realization. Dictated by angels to Rekha Vidyarthi, a life-long
seeker of spiritual truth, this simple, practical guide explains angelic wisdom
and philosophy. Using personal anecdotes, introspection and the intuitive
wisdom of the soul, Rekha gives a very personal and moving account of a
10-year spiritual journey. Unknown to her at the time, this quest began as a
child when in deep contemplation and query, she innocently asked, "Who is
the real God?" Readers will be inspired by Rekha's experience with the
angelic realm and the Divine. Her personal stories and those of her clients
illustrate how one can overcome life's challenges and find healing, peace
and purpose. Emotional Healing with the Angels demonstrates how human
souls can be healed of emotional suffering, trauma or spiritual dis-ease. Most
importantly, it teaches souls to re-discover the Power of Self and reclaim
their rightful heritage: oneness with God.
There is one True World, and then there are the four Mirror Worlds: Fire,
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Water, Air, and Stone. Audrey and Dorotea are “ otherselves”—twin copies
of each other who live on different Mirror Worlds. On Air, Audrey has the
ability to communicate with wind spirits. As war looms, she’s torn between
loyalty to her country and her feelings for a roguish phantom who may be a
dangerous spy. Blackouts and earthquakes threaten the few remaining
humans on Stone, who have been forced to live underground. To save her
injured sister, Dorotea breaks taboo and releases an imprisoned gargoyle.
Brooding, sensitive Jasper makes her wonder if gargoyles are truly traitors,
as she’s always been told. Unbeknownst to them, they both face the same
enemy—an evil sorceress bent on shattering all the Mirror Worlds. The
Otherselves series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Through
Fire and Sea Book #2 Amid Wind and Stone Book #3 In Truth and Ashes
From the award-winning author of Jake's Redemption... A man bound by
chains.A woman burdened by regret.Will love set this tortured pair free? In
this nightmarish future where women own men, Bret Masters refuses to
serve anyone. But after spending years evading slavers in the mountains of
the Pacific Northwest, he's furious when he's finally caught and sold. So,
although his mistress has a pretty face and deliciously tempting curves, he
vows to escape. Angel Aldridge hides her pain behind fences as sturdy and
vast as her ranch. And even though her newly acquired slave is a ruggedly
handsome cowboy, she's not about to let her fantasies endanger the people
she swore to protect. But between her always-watching enemies and her
wounded heart, she's reluctant to admit she may need him in more ways
than one... As the two toil side by side, Bret is surprised to discover Angel's
vulnerability and her compassionate nature. And the more time they spend
together, the harder she finds it to resist her feelings and to soothe her
lonely soul. But when they're stranded alone together, the barriers between
mistress and slave may not be strong enough to withstand their red-hot
attraction. Can Bret and Angel overcome their fears to sow the seeds of
lasting love? Masters' Mistress is the steamy first book in The Angel Eyes
futuristic dystopian cowboy romance series. If you like complex characters,
gritty western settings, and slow-burning desires, then you'll adore this
enthralling story. Buy Masters' Mistress, Book One of the Angel Eyes Series,
to ride into a passion-filled future today! This book has an HFN ending and
opens the door for book 2 the series. Please note: Intended for mature
audiences. This story contains some unsettling and violent subject matter
that sensitive readers may find disturbing. Reader discretion is advised.
Just returned home to tiny Stratus, Oregon, after finding tragedy instead of
success as a ballerina, eighteen-year-old Brielle discovers she has a destiny
with new neighbor Jake--to join a battle in a realm that only angels, demons,
and Brielle can perceive.
Tainted Energy
Christina's Rose of a Tear
The Arena
Masters' Mistress
Stranger in My Fantasies
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Frozen Tears of Heaven is about living and surviving in a world that can be so
cold and lonely sometimes. I talk about my loneliness and my conversations with
God that bring me true peace and understanding. I also talk about my past and
my future as one day I will become an angel of God. A beautiful rainbow has been
found at the end of this journey. Frozen Tears of Heaven fall down on my face
and I become immortal. I am eternally blessed. A memoir of survival and
freedom.
Mary Olamuk begins her life in the trying times of South Africa's Apartheid.
Having little, her family is taken in by a successful businessman. Mr. Hemingston
becomes her surrogate father. She takes it upon herself to follow the teachings
of the Hemingstons and her idolized brother until the innocence of youth is torn
from her hands. She loses much in her lifetime, but still she continues to strive
for her dream of becoming a doctora healer to those in need regardless of color
or class. All was on track, but fate often places us on another road. Her life is
taken from her, yet death does not keep her. Years pass, the world changes, and
the youth slumbers. She is risen from her rest to the life of a developing
Horseman. Angels, demons, and false priests will all play a role in the
metamorphosis of Mary, the sister of Conquest and War . She will find her place
in the world as the bringer of pestilence and plagues. She must adventure down
the path the universe has set for her for her grand becoming. Famine will ride.
The 3rd volume of the "Chronicles of Alucard Heights" series picks up several
years after "The Vampires of Alucard Heights" leaves off. The Shackler has
created a vampire from a lost, broken-hearted soul, and wants desperately to use
him as a pawn. Damion is used and abused by a wretched woman who used her
body to get in close to him. After using him for all he was worth, she leaves, and
Shackler comes in when he is at his weakest. How will Damion fight off this
Shackler, and will he be able to in time to save the woman he loves? The only
way to find out is to open this tale up and follow it through all its horrifying twists
and turns.
Moving Forward is a well-crafted fictional masterpiece which narrates how
Teniola, a very successful US-based entrepreneur, fought her way through the
siege of a broken marriage. In the course of mapping out her exit route, she
discovers her other hidden talentsthe ability to console both mind and soul
through writing poems and songs. Using her newly discovered tools, she was
able to move forward, but not without confronting and conquering her
questionable past. Pa Jamess recount of heaven is something not to ever miss!
The Pieces of My Heart
Emotional Healing with Angels
101 Inspirational Stories of Hope, Miracles and Answered Prayers
Frozen Tears of Heaven
Celtic Angels
An imprisoned cowboy. An empowered woman. When true love is forbidden, opening their
hearts could destroy them both... Chained and enslaved, Jake Nichols is convinced he'll die
alone. In this new order where men are stripped of all power, he endures brutal torture at the
hands of his female captor. But when he's hired out to build a ranch home for an outspoken
beauty, his dreams of escape transform into visions of passion. Monica Avery struggles to fill
her heart in a loveless society. With marriage outlawed and romantic partners reduced to
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pawns, she's given up hope of finding her soul mate. But watching the rugged rancher hard at
work on her shelter awakens deeply buried desires. As the project comes together, Monica
discovers a kindred spirit in the tenderhearted Jake. But despite their growing attraction, he still
belongs to a cruel woman who'd rather see him dead than free. Can Monica save Jake, or will
their love lead to a tragic tomorrow? Jake's Redemption is a full-length book in the Angel Eyes
cowboy dystopian romance series. If you like scorching-hot chemistry, clever post-apocalyptic
worlds, and star-crossed love stories filled with suspense, then you'll adore Jamie Schulz's
captivating tale. Buy Jake's Redemption today to see if love can brighten a dark world! This
prequel has an HFN ending and opens the door for the next book in the Angel Eyes Series.
This story would appeal to those who found the adult scenarios in books like A Handmaid's
Tale and The Hunger Games intriguing. Or who enjoy the writing of other romance authors like
Maisey Yates, Pam Godwin, Karen Robards, and Nora Roberts, or who simply love cowboys.
Please note: Intended for mature audiences. This story contains some unsettling and violent
subject matter that sensitive readers may find disturbing. Reader discretion is advised.Review
Snippets"If you are looking for an extremely well written new story that is different from the
norm, I can definitely recommend this book to you. I am anxiously waiting for the next book ...!"
- Avonna, The Romance Reviews. "Peppered within the main story arc were lovely moments of
tension and unexpected plot twists. This was a smooth read, with depth and development of a
wide range of emotions. It is hopeful, romantic, gripping, and original. I loved it and look
forward to see how it all develops in the rest of the series." - Kindle Customer "Schulz pens a
grand mix of storytelling within Jake's Redemption. It's like fantasy meets cowboy meets
romance. I enjoyed the premise of the story and how it played out. It is not always easy to
blend genres, but Schulz does it remarkably. The hint of dystopian brings the Jake to Monica's
doorstep, and things evolve from there. The story has a great deal of tormented souls and
romance, and surviving the obstacles. Schulz certainly can write a good story. I look forward to
reading more by this new author." - Amy, Amy's Bookshelf Reviews "Oh My! For a prequel, I
didn't expect it to be so in depth and long! I actually expected it to be done in a couple hours,
like a lot of other prequels. But WOW! It sucked me in and I was ready to read the next one!
But have to wait. But I'm sure it'll be worth it!" - Rachel Menzies, Amazon UK Reviewer "While
dystopian, post-apocalyptic stories are not my favored genre, I found this prequel engaging. It's
more-including a western theme, a sweet romance, and a glimmer of hope in a dismal swamp
of misery-something for everyone." - Colorado Avid Reader Review
This book is a compilation of poets from the world famous poetry site 'Poetry with Passion.'
The group consists of some of the most gifted and talented poets in the world today. The
poetry is some of the best anyone will ever read. You will find a diverse blend of reading, just
as the poets themselves are, that would satisfy any poetry reader. This book is a must have for
any book collection.
People are fascinated by angels who have been with God since the beginning of time. People
love to hear the stories of angels coming to people's aid. Indeed, they are known as ministering
spirits. However, they have also been used to destroy armies, deliver messages, and carry out
God's commands. In the Old Testament, angels are used over and over. They witnessed
Satan being cast from heaven after a battle between good and evil. They worshipped God in
his throne room. They watched God with wonder as he created Adam. Sadly, they also
watched Adam and Eve give in to temptation, allowing evil to take over God's once perfect
creation. Generally, their presence causes fear in people. Some people even try to worship
them. But what do they think of us? What would the angels say if they could tell the Bible
stories from their perspective? The stories from the Old Testament are told by a fictional
anonymous angel. The angel not only tells well-knowns stories from his point of view, he also
participates in many of the stories as well. The storyteller gives a glimpse into a spiritual world
that few people get to see. Based on passages in Revelation and other books of the Bible, the
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angel reveals God's holy throne, describes the angelic battle between good and evil, questions
man's ill-fated decisions, and grieves with God over man's fall. The angel even explains to us
why God made the choices he made. Is it an angel or is it Christ? The angel tells all.
Danger lurks within the roots of Forest of Souls, an epic, unrelenting tale of destiny and
sisterhood, perfect for fans of Naomi Novik and Susan Dennard. "A tantalizing beginning to a
rich new fantasy series.” —Traci Chee, NYT bestselling author of The Reader trilogy
"Absolutely enchanting.” – Natalie C. Parker, author of Seafire "You won’t want to escape.” –
Sarah Henning, author of the Sea Witch "Will leave you shouting sisters unite!” – Mindee
Arnett, author of Onyx & Ivory and Avalon Sirscha Ashwyn comes from nothing, but she’s
intent on becoming something. After years of training to become the queen’s next royal spy,
her plans are derailed when shamans attack and kill her best friend Saengo. And then Sirscha,
somehow, restores Saengo to life. Unveiled as the first soulguide in living memory, Sirscha is
summoned to the domain of the Spider King. For centuries, he has used his influence over the
Dead Wood—an ancient forest possessed by souls—to enforce peace between the kingdoms.
Now, with the trees growing wild and untamed, only a soulguide can restrain them. As war
looms, Sirscha must master her newly awakened abilities before the trees shatter the brittle
peace, or worse, claim Saengo, the friend she would die for.
In Truth and Ashes
The Soul’S Famine
Journey to the Stars
Soul Travel, Spirit Guides, Soul Mates, And The Reality Of Love
These true personal stories of angels, miracles, answered prayers,
hope and divine intervention will amaze, inspire and comfort you. You
only have to open your eyes and your heart to find the angels,
guardians and guides in your life. Angels are among us! They are seen
every day by people from all walks of life, and you can read about
these extraordinary encounters in these 101 true stories. From medical
miracles to messages from heaven, from impossible dreams coming true
to finding what has been long lost, these stories will deepen your
faith and open your eyes to the angels all around us. All you have to
do is believe. Chicken Soup for the Soul books are 100% made in the
USA and each book includes stories from as diverse a group of writers
as possible. Chicken Soup for the Soul solicits and publishes stories
from the LGBTQ community and from people of all ethnicities,
nationalities, and religions.
In this unique book, best-selling angel author Theresa Cheung takes
readers on a guided tour of Irish spirituality with the focus firmly
on the nation's deep-rooted belief in angels. Punctuated throughout
with real-life stories from both Irish people and visitors to the
'Emerald Isle', it will show that although being Irish isn't
necessarily a prerequisite for seeing angels, it can certainly act as
a catalyst. Many Irish people have grown up with stories of guardian
angels and protector saints like St Patrick, so their insights and
stories provide the perfect launching point to help others connect
with their own angels. Here are stories of miraculous healing from
this mysterious and sacred land, which has historical associations
with the divine. This book will encourage spiritual seekers of all
ages to make a pilgrimage to Ireland or, if that isn't possible, to
feed their souls with Celtic spirituality.
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Once you’ve seen, you can’t unsee. Brielle went to the city to chase
her dreams and found tragedy instead. She’s come home to shabby little
Stratus, Oregon, to live with her grief and her guilt . . . and an
incredible, numbing cold she can’t seem to shake. Jake’s the new guy
at school. The boy next door with burning hands and an unbelievable
gift that targets him for corruption. Something more than fate has
brought them together. An evil bigger than both of them lurks in the
shadows nearby, hiding in plain sight. Two angels stand guard, unsure
what’s going to happen. And a beauty brighter than either Brielle or
Jake has ever seen is calling them to join the battle in a realm where
all human choices begin. A realm that only angels and demons—and
Brielle—can perceive.
When Amelia Caldwell tries to begin a new life, she discovers that her
birthmark means more than it seems. She has been marked by a vampire's
soul; not only does she hold his soul, she is also his soulmate.
Mitchell lange has been searching almost a century for his soulmate
and is determined not to let Amelia go. Since Amelia has no intention
of belonging to anyone, they both become trapped on an emotional
rollercoaster. As Amelia searches for answers, she becomes caught in
the middle of a deadly game of revenge and is forced to realize that
you can't run from destiny.
Gillian Douglas: Angel Eyes
In the Blood of the Greeks
The Soul's Mark: Found
The Angel Eyes Series Prequel
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Believe in Angels

Joshua has a new friend. Working in the pharmaceutical industry, he meets
and becomes attracted to a new co-worker known only as Corsair. It soon
becomes apparent that Corsair is more than what she appears to be. A mere
touch from her might be charged with electricity. She seems to know quite a
bit more about Joshua than she should, and just one look into her eyes seems
to be totally captivating. Then, strange things begin to take place. They're
things that on the surface appear to be supernatural in nature. These
mysterious happenings begin to make Joshua wonder what he's gotten himself
in for. There appears to be no suitable explanation. Is she an alien, witch, or
angel? Joshua is about to find out, and his life will never be the same. This
ordinary man soon finds himself in the middle of an adventure that is anything
but ordinary. It's an adventure that will take him from heavenly heights to the
battlefields of Hell itself, fighting for someone thousands of miles away whom
he has never met before. There's a teenage girl, named Linda, in the faraway
town of Pleasanton, California. She needs his help, and he doesn't even know
it...yet. Through My Angel's Eyes is a fantasy, yet is birthed by genuine
concerns for the safety of our children, and greater concerns for the constants
in our lives, faith, hope, and love.
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's star-crossed love begins
to bloom in the first book of the New York Times bestselling epic fantasy
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trilogy by award-winning author Laini Taylor. Around the world, black
handprints are appearing on doorways, scorched there by winged strangers
who have crept through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's
supply of human teeth grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of
Prague, a young art student is about to be caught up in a brutal otherworldly
war. Meet Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not
be real; she's prone to disappearing on mysterious "errands"; she speaks
many languages -- not all of them human; and her bright blue hair actually
grows out of her head that color. Who is she? That is the question that haunts
her, and she's about to find out. When one of the strangers -- beautiful,
haunted Akiva -- fixes his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh,
the result is blood and starlight, secrets unveiled, and a star-crossed love
whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will Karou live to regret learning
the truth about herself?
"The author did an amazing job in her world-building, in crafting such a
unique setting and story concept. This story seemed to have it all. It sucked
me in so quickly and kept my attention riveted." -Shannon, The Tale
Temptress There is one True World, and then there are the four mirror
worlds: fire, water, air, and stone. And each has a magic of its own... In the
Fire World, seventeen-year-old Leah is the illegitimate daughter of one of the
realm's most powerful lords. She's hot-blooded - able to communicate with the
tempestuous volcano gods. But she has another gift...the ability to Call her
twin "Otherselves" on other worlds. Holly resides in the Water World - our
world. When she's called by Leah from the Fire World, she nearly drowns.
Suddenly the world Holly thought she knew is filled with secrets, magic...and
deadly peril. For a malevolent force seeks to destroy the mirror worlds. And
as Leah and Holly are swept up in the tides of chaos and danger, they have
only one choice to save the mirror worlds - to shatter every rule they've ever
known... The Otherselves series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book
#1 Through Fire and Sea Book #2 Amid Wind and Stone Book #3 In Truth
and Ashes
Angeliad of Surazeus - Revelation of Angela presents 136,377 lines of verse in
1,346 poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns,
and epigrams written by Surazeus 2001 to 2005.
The Angel Eyes Series Book 1
Lee Van Cleef - Best of the Bad
Shadows that See You
Eyes Of An Angel
Forest of Souls
Journey to the stars is about letting go of the past and letting your open wounds
heal. Time is of the essence when it comes to healing a broken heart. There are
moments in my life that have changed me forever. I don’t know if my heart will
ever be the same again. All I can do is follow the path of God and heal my spirit. I
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continue my journey to the stars of heaven and know that everything will become
clear once I reach my destination. I dedicate this book to my Mother. She has
always been there for me and has always loved and accepted me for who I am. I
will always be forever grateful to her for that.
Humans are dying in San Francisco. The most shunned angel on Earth may very
well hold the key as to why... When Cassius Black moves to San Francisco for a
fresh start, the angel's hopes of staying below the radar of the supernatural
organizations that oversee the otherworldly and magic users in the city are
dashed when he stumbles across a dead body in the sewers. His grim discovery
soon puts him in the sights of the Argonaut Agency and Francis Strickland, the
bureau director who knows his darkest secrets. Morgan King and his team of
Argonaut agents have been on the hunt all summer for the culprits behind a
series of gruesome killings that have rocked the city. Killings that bear sinister
hallmarks of human sacrificial rituals where the victims' souls have been stolen.
When Fate puts Cassius in Morgan's path, he realizes the angel everyone likes to
call The Devil may very well be the only person who can help them track down the
murderers. Morgan and Cassius soon find themselves chasing down a sect of
black-magic sorcerers and crossing paths with a mysterious warlock whose
actions evoke disturbing echoes of an incident from Cassius's past. As rumors of a
potential plot to tear open the Nether reach their ears, Cassius and Morgan must
work together to defeat their common enemy and save the city from destruction,
all while fighting their growing attraction for one another.
Angel Eyes: Releasing Fears and Following Your Soul Path At a very young age,
Karen experienced seeing entities that had crossed over to the other side. She
put away those gifts for many years because she wanted to be “normal.” Then
her spiritual experiences grew exponentially when she became a mother, lost her
own mother, and then became divorced. After the death of Karen’s mother, she
became more interested in her gifts and wanted to contact her mother in the
spiritual realm. She spoke to her mom through a medium, who also told her she
was psychic. Karen was told she would use her gifts one day to heal others. Karen
started to meditate and contact her own angels and guides. It was during these
experiences that Karen came to know the spirit world through her own angel eyes
and release the fears of not fitting in. Every time a fear was released through a
specific healing modality, Karen became closer to finding her own soul path. She
even had famous people show up in her medium readings such as Edgar Cayce
and Archangel Metatron! These awe-inspiring visits made her realize she had an
important job to do on earth! Each chapter deals with releasing a fear through a
story, dream, or a mediumship reading. The author provides helpful advice for
releasing these fears and improving your life.
"A spiritual memoir by a former CTV news reporter, it explores his personal neardeath and psychic experiences, introduces the idea that there is spiritual
guidance available to everyone and we are never alone. The book explores
reunions with departed souls, the discovery of soul mates, and past lives, as well
as our purpose in the universe"--Provided by publisher.
Soul Travel, Spirit Guides, Soul Mates, and the Reality of Love
The Soul Stealer
Angel Eyes, Vampire Tears
A Spiritual Guide to Knowing, Healing, and Freeing Your True Self
Rogue Souls
Broken Peace: The Pieces of My Heart By: Chinelle M.K. Carrington Acknowledging and sharing
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emotional and/or mental brokenness is still looked upon as taboo by many in our society; however, it is
essential to start the healing process. Author Chinelle M.K. Carrington believes that we must address our
brokenness by seeking healing and treatment just as we would for a broken arm. She shares eighty plus
poems and quotes reflecting her own brokenness during two decades of her life through numerous
relationships from her family of origin, high school crushes, college dating, marriage, divorce, and
singleness. Everything seems to be opposite The way I think about things and My feelings about things
They just go on their own paths Without consideration for a broken heart What am I to do? About me?
About you? Is love making me a fool? Or am I a fool in love with you? While on the road to finding true
love and embracing God’s Love, Chinelle is growing in faith, hope and love as a Christian woman. God
has carried her across the seas of the broken peace, broken hearts, and chaotic times of her life. She
knows He can do the same for you! Chinelle is passionate about serving and helping others through
lending a helping hand, giving a listening ear and providing support in whatever way she can. Chinelle
enjoys spending time with her family and friends, eating Trinidadian and Thai foods, listening to her
favorite music, adult coloring, photography and poetry.
Angel: Shadows That See You By: Ann Mountz Angel: Shadows That See You will transform you into
a different life, Angel’s life. Beware, it is a life full of peril between angels and demons. Angel feels her
life is a curse until she meets her confidant. Angel’s life is spiraling out of control and she has only a
limited time to figure out how to save herself. As a child, she could foresee the future and see demons
and angels, but with little understanding of what she was seeing. As an adult after her mother’s passing,
she becomes more entrenched with these apparitions. Now it has come full circle beyond anything she
has experienced before. The suspense is chilling.
Through Angel's Eyes
Through My Angel's Eyes
The Story of a Kal-A-Tar
Angeliad
Jake's Redemption
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